Tonight in our super-secret closed Parliament...

- Erik Tanner edited Daniel's name from "Hays" to "Gays" on my attendance spreadsheet. And then Doug "Chen" to "Cockmaster," which doesn't even rhyme

- Vagina Monologues ("Not Buxy's memoirs," said KTran) wants to use our commons. Setup is on February 5th, rehearsal on the 6th-8th, then shows are the 10th-12th. Daniel asks if we can submit our own monologues. We won't need to stay out of the commons except for performance nights.

- We went over a ton of amendments to the Constitution and By-laws. First up was the proposal to cut down the number of class representatives from 4 to 3. Proposal did not pass, and will not go to a vote to the college.

- Student Computer Consultant (SCC) as a member of Parliament, which includes the privilege of on-campus housing. Passed.

- Merger of Innies and Outies into the Cultural Committee. Passed.

- Clauses about the proceedings of the College Court and the Election Council dictating reference to the Judicial Code. Passed.

- We're changing how the elections work: First round will be for president and chief justice, the second for the rest of the Executive Committee positions, then finally elections for class reps, SA senator, and RPC, Honor Council, and U-Court reps. Passed.

- The Vice President will be in charge of freshman service hours. Passed.

- We're splitting room draw into two days; the first day will be for groups jacking for hexes and doubles, then the next day for quads. Passed.

- Sorry Oanh, but we're gonna make sure that no more freshmen get handicapped rooms. Except, um, for handicapped freshmen. Passed.

- Theater and Beer Bike committees are allowed to roll their budgets over from year to year. Passed.

- We're increasing the number of Social Committee chairs from two to four. Passed.

- Finally, while we were looking at the calendar, Tommy asked if we get wasted at the piano recital. Passed?

Sometimes I see the fruit in the servery do this. Is that just me? [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87UVT_jhUPE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87UVT_jhUPE)

Members in attendance:

Kevin "Chili Gordo" Tran
Erik "Habanero" Tanner
Jake "Jalapeno" Keller
Amy "Pah-she-own" Buxbaum
Amy "That's Kinda Dark!" Altchuler
Toni "Yet There Is Still Light" Sebastian
Aryan "My Name Is...Jalapeno" Sameri
Daniel "Aw, He's So Deep" Hays
Kara "I Have Many Names" Calhoun
Katie "Shut Up, Orange!" Ortbaehn
Rhae "That's Just Citrus!" Adams
Tommy "It's a Show Stopper!" Nguyen
Jordan "Freebird! Do Freebird!" Schermerhach
Doug "Hey Habanero! Habanero, Hey!" Chen
Megan "Knifel!" Nenniger
Yianni "Are You Talking to Me?" Georgeton
Kaio "Seriously Dude, I'm Not With Him" Ferreira
Mika "Do You Think Without Passion I Could Do THIS?" Tabata
Oanh "Tra La La La La Laa!" Truong
Izzy "Hey Apple!" Spanswicck
Denis "Oh. My. God. You Are So Smooth!" Leahy

Jessi "Keep the Passion Burning" Litman
Teddy "Keep it Burning" Grodek